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CONTEX

Three important trends over the past 50 years in the US:

I College premium increase (31% since 1963)

I In conjunction with an upward trend in relative supply of the high-skilled

I Wages at the bottom of the income distribution stagnated

I Labor share declines

Also: the rise of machines...worth documenting



SKILL-BIASED TECHNICAL CHANGE

I Skilled workers can better adapt to technological change

e.g., Nelson and Phelps (1966)

I Typically only explain transitory increases in inequality

I Complementarity between capital and skill → increase in skill premium,

e.g., Krusell, Ohanian, R’ios-Rull and Violante (2000)

I But why innovation has been directed towards automation?

I Technology augments either high-skill or low-skill labor,

e.g., Goldin and Katz (2008)

I No role for labor-replacing technology

(and thus for declines in low-skill wages)
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THIS PAPER - MODEL’S BASICS

I Inputs

1. High-skilled workers

2. Low-skilled workers

3. Machines/automation

-) Require high-skill workers

-) Initially exogenous but eventually through endogenous investment

-) Imperfectly substitutes low-skilled labor

I Two types of technological progress

I More products (horizontal innovation)

I Automation (secondary innovation)

-) Allows for replacement of low-skilled workers black
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THE MAIN RESULT

I Starting point: an economy with low automation

I Phase I:

I Both wages are relatively low (why bother about automation?)...

but increasing due to horizontal innovation

I Phase II:

I Increase in low-skilled wage justifies investment in automation

I Automation substitutes low-skilled labor but complements high-skilled

I Low-skilled wage: ↑ due to horizontal innovation but ↓ due to automation

I In any case high-skilled wages increase by more ⇒ skill premium ↑

I Phase III:

I Cost of creating automation (high-skill) increases ⇒ balance between

automation and labor

I Steady state with constant share of of automated products
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PAPER’S CONTRIBUTION

1. A methodological contribution:

I A framework to think about: automation, growth, skills, inequality...

I The model is flexible enough to handle various scenarios and extensions

2. Model’s predictions for the economy phases:

I Phase I - not a big role for machines

I Phase II - consistent with stylized facts:

I Explains well the increase in skill premium

I Labor share depends on technological assumptions

I Low wages may increase or decrease

I Phase III is where the model has a clear prediction!
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WHAT LIES AHEAD?

“The future’s not ours to see” ...but still some thoughts:

I When should we expect phase III?

I Depends on a parameter (k) that governs the concavity of automation

I So phase III can appear very late in the future

I Is phase III actually going to happen?

I Effective cost of automation is proportional to high-skill wages

I What happens if automation leads to automation?

I Phase II may continue till there are no low-skill jobs

I What about new occupations?

I New high-skill occupations ⇒ men-machine=master-slave

I New low-skill occupations ⇒ job polarization and wage polarization

I What about artificial intelligence?

I Machines substitute the high skill

I What do we do?
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NEW JOBS

35Jobs lost, jobs gained: Workforce transitions in a time of automationMcKinsey Global Institute

Exhibit 5
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Throughout history, large-scale sector employment declines have been countered by growth of new sectors that 
have absorbed workers

SOURCE: IPUMS USA 2017; US Bureau of Labor Statistics; McKinsey Global Institute analysis 

Employment share change, 1850–2015
Percentage points

1 Increase from 1850 to 1860 in employment share of household work primarily due to changes in how unpaid labor (slavery) was tracked.
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